
Halden Skiklubb is looking for a Finnish partnership.  

 

Jukola and Venla relays are among the most important sport events for Halden SK every year 

and we put a lot of effort to be prepared in the best possible way. Halden SK has historically 

been one of the most prominent club in Jukola / Venla over the past 30 years. With 7 

victories in the men's class (two of these in the last two years in Jukola Relay) and 3 in lady’s 

class, we could be an attractive partner when it comes to being “visible” in the Finnish 

media. A partnership would provide benefits for both parties and we believe Halden SK can 

help in this relation. We would like to develop further our elite group and we believe 

impulses from our partners will raise our professionalism even higher. Impulses and 

experiences can be exchanged both ways. In 2013 World Orienteering Championships will be 

arranged in Finland and we expect that many Halden SK runners will participate. The 

presence at Finnish soil will be an important part of our preparations. With many Finnish 

runners in our club for several seasons we have had very good relations to Finland. 

Orienteering is a well-know and media-attractive sport in Finland. 

We wish to get in contact with Finnish companies / firms that consider Halden SK and 

orienteering sport as an interesting development partner. Both Halden SK sponsor manager 

and Elite Manager will also be represented at this year’s Jukola. Don’t hesitate to take 

contact and we are looking forward to meeting potential partners for an unofficial 

conversation in this context, now on Jukola or later. Our Finnish elite runner, Mats Haldin is 

also available for information and further contact about this context. 

Contacts: 

Bjørn Axel Gran (Elite manager) phone: +47 909 55 295 / mail: elite@haldensk.no  

Mats Haldin (Elite runner): mail matshaldin@gmail.com  

Jens Erik Mjølnerød (Sponsor manager) ph: +47 917 85 911 / mail: jenserikm@halden.net 

 

 

 


